
        MIDDLE SCHOOL TENNIS GUIDELINES 
 

1. Team line up: Four singles, five doubles. A total of fourteen players per 
match.  All matches should start no later than 4pm or as soon as both teams 
are ready. 

 
2. The home team coach has the responsibility of contacting the visiting team 

coach a few days prior to the match to confirm the date and court location.  
If teams have extra players and enough time and courts, extra matches can 
be arranged that will not count for the official (4 singles, 5 doubles) scoring.  
If a team does not have enough players for a complete line up, then the 
defaulted sets have to be decided from the bottom of the line up. For 
example: number 5 doubles is defaulted before number 4 doubles. Number 
four singles is defaulted before number 3 singles.   

 
3. In case of bad weather or rained out matches, the home team needs to 

contact the visiting team by 1:00 on the day of the match. The home team will 
try to reschedule when convenient for both schools or use the make up days 
at the end of the season, The week of May 4th. 

 
4. All individual matches will be one 8 game set, no add scoring, with a 12 point 

tie breaker at seven all. If the team match is starting late or there is a court 
shortage, the coaches may choose to play first to 6 games with no tie breaker. 

 
5. Start each match by introducing your entire line-up to their counterparts on 

the other team. Play singles matches first when possible. Explain to the 
players the format of the match. Let the players know that both coaches are 
acting referee’s in case of misbehavior or disputes during the matches.  

 
6. Home team supplies the balls. Use two new balls per match. 
 
PLAYOFFS 
 
For the 2009 season we have 6 teams participating in the North division and 7 
teams in the South division.  The top 3 teams in the North and South divisions 
during the regular season will make the Gold Championship where the division 
winners will get a first round bye.   The next 7 teams will make the Silver 
Championship.  Playoffs will start the week of 11th. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CODE OF CONDUCT 
 
1. Loud, abusive, or profane language, racket throwing, or hitting balls 

indiscriminately is prohibited. 
2. Intentional waving of the racket or arms, or making distracting noises is 

prohibited. 
3. Do not attempt to make a mockery of a match, whether winning or losing. 
4. Players should represent themselves and their schools appropriately with a 

neat appearance. 
5. Good sportsmanship should be shown by all(players, coaches, and fans) 
 
 
 
SPORTSMANSHIP AND ETIQUETTE 
 
1. For a game of tennis, players need to show mutual respect for each other and 

exhibit correct social behavior 
a. If a court is in use and you need to cross behind that court to get to another 

court, wait for the point to end before proceeding.  
b. When you meet your opponent introduce yourself. Discuss the format and 

any ground rules beforehand to eliminate possible problems.  
c. Start your warm up. The attitude during warm up should be a cooperative 

one. The warm up is 10 minutes. 
 
 
2.  “Spin a racket” to decide who serves or receives and who starts at which end.  
a.  The player serving should do two things before they serve: Make sure to have  
2  balls and say the score. The player receiving the serve should help the server 
collect the balls. 
b. Close line calls: If you are not sure if the ball is in or out it’s good. Make your 
calls quickly and honestly. Liners are also good. 
c.  If someone is cheating or making bad line calls, keep your cool and try to 
continue to play to the best of your ability. It is within your rights to ask your 
opponent if they are willing to change a call.  
d. Profanity, racket abuse, cheating, or negative attitudes are not allowed.  
 
3.Excellent sportsmanship is a must. The more you practice it, the more itwill 
come back to you. Play smart, try hard and have a positive attitude. 
a. Compliment your opponent when they hit a good shot. If they make an extra 

effort on a difficult play and fail, say “Nice try”.  
b. If your ball goes into another court, wait until the point on that court is over. 

Ask for the ball and thank the other court for retrieving it. 
c. After the match is complete thank your opponent for the game and shake 

hands(this is required). 
  

 



4.  Spectators should also exhibit proper sportsmanship and etiquette. 
a. Applaud afterlong rallies or a great shot by either player. 
b. Cause no distractions or obvious favoritism for one of the members 

playing. 
 


